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Bloody Claws Class Emblem, Motto, and
History

This page contains information related to the Bloody Claws (She'na Academy) history, emblem, and
motto along with the name and status.

Class's Emblem

The class has no Emblem as it has yet to take part in any official Aa'sha'fame Tournaments.

Class's Name

The name of the class Bloody Claws refers to a class of Shi'ka'ma Academy students whom once took
part in the sport of Aa'sha'fame, but whose lives had been lost in the great fire that destroyed Shi'ka'ma
Academy. At the moment, the class name has little to no meaning to the new transfer students but one
day the name may once again have a place in history.

Class's Motto

To Reclaim Our Rightful Place Amongst The Stars, this motto originally meant to crush anyone who got in
the way, but now the motto means for the class to rise up to any challenge and to accept that challenge
and to maintain a sense of honor.

Class's Status

At current the class is being brought back, with new students being placed in its ranks.

Class Song

Currently the class has no song.

Class History

ER 774 - Major Fire as Shi'ka'ma Academy claims the lives of every student in the class, all student
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students are burned to death
ER 774 - The Class, Bloody Claws, is disbanded
ER 002 - She'na Academy Student Council, noticing a large influx of new students in the opening
school term, decides to revitalize Bloody Claws.
ER 002 - Sh'ishen Aka'ashe'na Suha'laisne is chosen to lead class, and decides to take the class in a
direction different from its predecessors.

Artwork

None at the moment.
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